
 

For further information please see www.hs-art.com/diamantfilm 

About HS-ART Digital Service GmbH: HS-ART is a technology company based in Graz, Austria. HS-ART 
provides software solutions in the fields of digital media focusing on film restoration and media monitoring. 
 
NITROFILM is a long lasting project for film preservation at Filmoteka Narodowa in Warsaw, Poland. 
Contact Tadeusz Kowałski (director) or Paweł Smietanka (project manager) for more details. 
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Graz, 21. April 2013 

DIAMANT-FILM ANNOTATOR meets FIAF  

The ANNOTATOR is ready - Welcome to a new member in the DIAMANT-Film family! 

DIAMANT-FILM Restoration Software is a well established solution for automatic, semi-automatic and 

interactive film restoration, cleaning and repair. Since more than 12 years DIAMANT-FILM Restoration is 

being used successfully in film archives and laboratories around the world. 

Based on our previous experiences and relations to Film Archives (specifically the NITROFILM project in 

Poland) we have developed a new tool, tailored to the needs of curators in order to plan and prioritize 

restoration and preservation activities inside the archive. 

The new tool DIAMANT-FILM ANNOTATOR includes an efficient and easy-to-use environment to 

document film condition and defects as well as to elaborate a detailed restoration plan. A pre-defined 

vocabulary of common film defects is available and can be extended by the curator any time. 

The such created meta-data can be used for a controlled monitoring of the restoration process and stored 

for later re-use. It can also be included in reports, that are available in different formats (HTML, XLS/ODF, 

XML). The ANNOTATOR is currently in use for a pilot project, where a total of 42 feature films is 

professionally annotated and described. 

Taking the opportunity of the FIAF-conference in Barcelona, we are ready to provide each 

participating archive with one FREE license of the latest DIAMANT-FILM Annotator. 

Get your DVD right from us or send us a download-request by e-mail (sales@hs-art.com). 


